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ARACHNIDS IN ART …….
From Kunstformen der Natur (Art Forms in Nature) Ernst Haeckel 1904.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kunstformen_der_Natur
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About the Spider Club
The Spider Club of Southern Africa is a non-profit organisation. Our aim is to encourage an interest in arachnids –
especially spiders and scorpions - and to promote this interest and the study of these animals by all suitable means.
Membership is open to anyone – people interested in joining the club may apply to any committee member for
information.
Field outings, day visits, arachnid surveys and demonstrations, workshops and exhibits are arranged from time to time.
A diary of events and outings is published at the end of this newsletter.

Our Mission Statement
“The Spider Club provides a fun, responsible, social learning experience, centred on spiders, their

relatives and on nature in general.”
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Chairman
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We’ve arrived at the end of summer, so our outdoor activities have drawn to a close. However, we will be busy
throughout the winter. Yebo Gogga is just around the corner, and as ever we will participate in this highly successful
annual event at Wits University from 9th to 13th May. Try to get there, if you can.
Our AGM is on 10th June, this time at Kloofendal Eco Centre, and will include eats and a party. Then we will have a
sorting session in Astri’s wonderful garage on 15th July. Once again, a fun way of learning more about spiders, with a
braai (bring your own) at lunch time. You need to book for both these events. Details are on our website.
Talking of sorting, we still have a couple of hundred specimens from Klipriviersberg to sort, and if anyone would like to
help, please contact me and I will arrange a sorting session dedicated to those specimens.
When I started on this edition of the newsletter, I really thought that I would not find enough material, we ended up
with some fine work, including an article from Belgian arachnologist Jan Bosselaers, who recently visited the Cape. Jan
took some excellent photos, and you can find his interesting take on Cape Town spidering on page 12. Jan’s piece has a
scientific angle and includes some drawings he made of the genitalia of some of the species he saw. I hope that other
scientists on our mailing list will be inspired by his efforts to send us their own articles for the newsletter.
We report on a number of outings held this year, including one to the community-owned and run Somkhanda Game
Reserve (highly recommended by us) on the Mkhuze river in Zululand, south of Pongola, and not far, as the crow flies,
from iMkhuze Game Reserve. This event was attended by a number of fine photographers, so there is a nice selection
of photos from the outing, including mammals!
Yours in spidering

Joan
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From the hub autumn 2018
It’s hard to be upbeat after this weekend - let me tell you why: I’m convinced we’ve lost the race against the devastation
of our only home, the planet earth and WE have done it. We’ve messed up good and proper and I don’t see much help
for it.
Last weekend really brought this home to me:
Friday 20th April: I received the latest issue of SAPIA News, The Newsletter of the Southern African Plant Invaders Atlas
on the devastating impact of the invasion of our grasslands by a South American grass Nassella trichotoma. I looked at
the pictures then looked at our patch of grassland and was horrified to see that a grass we had encouraged because it
was gentle-looking and rather attractive was this species. This invader has been around longer than I have and was first
officially recorded in the 1920’s. Since then it’s spread to cover vast areas of our precious grassland biome. It’s useless
as fodder and as with many alien organisms, it out-competes not only indigenous grasses but all the related natural
forbs, bulbs and shrubs by simply smothering them. The newsletter states that it can force farmers off the land and
jeopardise the economy of the country if it is not contained. All progress with control of Nassella tussock made during
the 1980s into the 1990s petered out. The Government subsidy for herbicide stopped and the campaign came to an
end. Since early 2000 there appears to have been no enforced control of either Nassella tussock or white tussock. Why
am I not surprised?
Saturday 21st April: I attended an enlightening talk by Richard Gill on grass and grasslands in the summer rainfall region.
We know that grasslands are the most threatened habitat and he said that ours at a macro level of 10m 2, in the summer
rainfall regions of South Africa, contains more species of plants than a similar size patch of our incredibly rich Fynbos
biome and definitely more than a 10m2 patch of tropical rainforest. I can vouch for the richness of invertebrates in our
indigenous grasses when sampling using a sweep net, so to take it to its logical conclusion, this lack of diversity after
invasion has a direct impact on our SPIDERS. Richard showed several pictures he took of healthy local Highveld Granite
Grassland around Swartkop near Krugersdorp.
Sunday 22nd April: I led a spider Walk at Moreletakloof Nature Area in Pretoria. The weather was lovely, those attending
were delightful and the venue was pretty with a number of kinds of plains game, a stream, the Moreleta Spruit. woodland
and grassland. But oh dear, the grassland was dreadfully degraded. In some areas so overgrazed that only unpalatable
grasses remained, in others smothered by kikuyu grass and others completely shaded out by the Australian black wattle
(Acacia mearnsii) and it is advertised as a “nature area”. Our poor kids will have no idea of what it SHOULD look like if
this is all they see . . .
Tuesday 24th April: On Tuesday evening I led a walk in the Walter Sisulu National Botanical garden for our local hiking
club. We used headlamp torches to get the eyeshine of such spiders as Rothus and they were abundant so there was
something to show the hiking folk but in autumns past I have had to keep my mouth tightly closed when using a
headlamp torch lest I ingest moths, beetles, mosquitos, and other flying insects attracted to the light. Not this year.
Hardly any insects flew to our lights.
Early this summer I was asked by a professor at the University of Hamburg in Germany to collect as many Argiope
trifasciata (banded garden orb-web spiders) as I could find for genetic studies to see if our population of this large, orb
weaver originally from the Americas, is genetically different from populations from other parts of the old world.
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Despite looking for them throught this summer - at Nylsvley in Limpopo Province where they were once abundant, in
Zululand, North West Province and locally in Gauteng I found NONE!
Then I got an e-mail from a spider person in the Cape Peninsula “Dear Spider Club-ers – in past years we have had
several Golden Orb Spiders in our garden each summer – but last summer-none ?? Do you have any thoughts on this
phenomenon? With best regards – John Straughan, Tokai-Cape Town.”
I would seriously like feedback from all of your out there whether you have been finding fewer and fewer invertebrates?
Do YOU have thoughts on John’s query? What is happening?
This all looks a bit silly when more and more spiders are being described each month, but that is an artefact of hardworking taxonomists, and is not because there are more spiders out there. Here’s the list published in SANSA News No.
30, Dec 2017 – Feb 2018
NATIONAL SPIDER SPECIES COUNT
JANUARY 2015 — 2171 species
JUNE 2015 — 2192 species
OCTOBER 2015 — 2220 species
MAY 2016 — 2234 species
DECEMBER 2016 — 2239 species
APRIL 2017 — 2243 species
JANUARY 2018 — 2264 species

Astri Leroy
April 2018
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OBITUARY
HERR PROFESSOR DR OTTO KRAUS
1930-2017
I was very sad to hear of the death of Professor Otto Kraus in October last year.
He is survived by his wife, Prof. Margarete Kraus and daughter Beate. Although
many of you will not know of him, except perhaps by repute, or maybe have
never even heard of him, he was deeply involved in all aspects of arachnology
and visited South Africa several times. In fact, he was voted an honorary member
of the International Society of Arachnology at the 15th International Congress
held at Badplaas in Mpumalanga in 2001. What a meeting THAT WAS!
Professor Kraus’ career spans more than 6 decades from his years of study at the
University of Hamburg in the 1950s via the Senckenberg Museum, Frankfurt and
back to Hamburg in 1969 where he was in charge of the section for invertebrates
and became the director of the Zoological Institute and Zoological Museum of
the University of Hamburg. He held many important posts in arachnology and
myriapodology and his works ranged widely across systematics, morphology,
evolution and beyond. For details of his career you can Google him but a few of
his achievements were to be the President of the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature, he organized the start of the European society of
Arachnology, and of course the German society and in 1960 was elected President of CIDA, Centre International de
Documentation Arachnologique (the International Centre for arachnological documentation).
John and I first met him at the third Colloquium of the Research Group for the study of African arachnids (RGSAA now
AFRAS the African Arachnological Society) in Pietermaritzburg in 1990. As young and uncertain amateur arachnologists,
we were deeply in awe of this apparently aloof gentleman who had so much knowledge stored behind those bushy
eyebrows. But of course, as so often happens, and as members of a small group of people with shared interests and
enthusiasms, we became friends and in fact he had a wicked sense of humour and was fun to be with, you can see that
from the smile! Subsequently he and his delightful wife Margarete attended the next Colloquium in Cape Town and the
Cedarberg in 1993 and of course the International meeting at Badplaas in 2001. His is survived by his wife, also Prof.
Kraus, but in her case Frau Professor Dr Margarete Kraus. For a South African who usually knows people only by their first
names, this was confusing!
Some of my facts were taken from an article by Paul Selden & Peter Jäger in the journal Arachnology.
Reference: Selden, P., Jäger, P. Otto Kraus 1930 – 2017, Arachnology (2017) 17 (6), 323–324

Astri Leroy
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A NEW GENUS IN DRYMUSIDAE
Drymusidae is a family of haplogyne spiders that resemble violin spiders (Sicariidae Loxosceles sp.) and are therefore
known as false violin spiders. Like violin spiders they have six eyes arranged in three diads, and long slender legs. They
are not believed to be harmful to humans. One major difference between the two families is that Drymusidae have
three claws, and Sicariidae have two claws.
Known distribution of Drymusidae is Central/South America and South Africa. Hitherto the family was represented by
one genus, Drymusa. A new paper has recently been published which introduces the genus Izithunzi for the South
African species.
Labarque, F. M, A. Pérez-González, and C. E. Griswold. (2017) Molecular Phylogeny and Revision of the False Violin
spiders (Araneae, Drymusidae) of Africa. Zoological Journal of the Linnean Society, XX: 1—41.
Charles Griswold writes:
We describe Izithunzi gen. nov. for the African species. All previous African species are redescribed and new
combinations are proposed: Izithunzi capense (Simon) comb. nov., which is widespread around Cape Town, Izithunzi
productum (Purcell) comb. nov., which occurs in the mountains near Swellendam. and Izithunzi silvicola (Purcell) comb.
nov., which is found in the ancient forests near Knysna. Two new species are described: Izithunzi lina sp. nov. (known
from both sexes), which occurs around Hermanus, and Izithunzi zondii, which occurs in KZN. Teresa and I first caught
specimens of this new species more than 30 years ago. The male of I. productum (Purcell) comb. nov. is also described
for the first time. We consider Loxosceles valida Lawrence, 1964, a junior synonym of I. capense (Simon) comb. nov.
(new synonymy). We also provide a dichotomous key for Izithunzi gen. nov. species. We named the two new species in
honor of our friends: for Lina Maria Almeida Silva, who collected the new drymusid as well as macrobunids, and for
Mathew Sibusiso Zondi, who taught Charles to say “we are collecting spiders” and “thank you” in Zulu. RIP Matthew.
A pdf of the revision should be available soon through the World Spider Catalog, http://wsc.nmbe.ch/, in the new year.
Thank you to Norman Larsen and Gonzalo Giribet for the photos of living Izithunzi.
I hope that this is the first of several revisions of South African spiders to come in the next few years. I am working on
them!
Happy New Year to all!
Charles

Left: photo of I. capense egg sac by Norman
Larsen

Elsewhere in this issue is a photo of I. capense from Newlands forest, by Jan Bosselaers.
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NEW SPECIES OF HAHNIA FOR THE WESTERN CAPE
A new species of Hahnia has been described by Yura Marusik and named after Norman Larsen.

On two sibling species of Hahnia (Araneae: Hahniidae) from Western Cape, South Africa. Marusik Y M. 2017.
Hahniidae, and particularly Hahnia C. L. Koch, 1841 of the Afrotropical Region, are relatively well studied
because of the numerous publications of Bosmans (e.g. 1981, 1992). Currently, 26 species are known in the
region (World Spider Catalog 2017). Of them, six species are known to occur in South Africa (DippenaarSchoeman et al. 2010). All of them were revised by Bosmans (1981, 1992). While identifying spiders collected
in the Western Cape I recognized two species similar to Hahnia clathrata Simon, 1898, a species described from
the Cape Province. Detailed examination of the specimens led me to the conclusion that one of them belongs
to H. clathrata, while another belongs to a new species. This paper is an illustrated redescription of H. clathrata,
and a description of the new species.
Hahnia larseni n. sp.
Type specimens: Holotype ♂, paratypes 4♀, 2 juv. (NCA), SOUTH AFRICA: Western Cape, near Worcester,
Karoo National Botanical Gardens, 33°36′43″S 19°26′58″E, litter under bushes, 25 January 2017 (Y. M.
Marusik); paratype: 1♀ (ZMMU), same data as holotype.

Below: some photos from the paper depicting H. larseni
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FASCINATING ARACHNID DISCOVERY FROM THE CRETACEOUS
A new arachnid has been discovered in amber from Myanmar from the mid-Cretaceous period, which dates it to around
100 million years ago. It had a telson or flagellum, but also has features characteristic or modern spiders – modified
pedipalps for sperm transfer and spinnerets - and would have co-existed with modern spiders before becoming extinct.
The abstract of the paper by Bo Wang et al given below summarises the findings.

Cretaceous arachnid Chimerarachne yingi gen. et sp. nov. illuminates spider origins
Bo Wang, Jason A. Dunlop, Paul A. Selden, Russell J. Garwood, William A. Shear, Patrick Müller & Xiaojie Lei
Nature Ecology & Evolution volume 2, pages614–622 (2018)
doi:10.1038/s41559-017-0449-3

Abstract
Spiders (Araneae) are a hugely successful lineage with a long history. Details of their origins remain obscure, with little
knowledge of their stem group and few insights into the sequence of character acquisition during spider evolution.
Here, we describe Chimerarachne yingi gen. et sp. nov., a remarkable arachnid from the mid-Cretaceous (approximately
100 million years ago) Burmese amber of Myanmar, which documents a key transition stage in spider evolution. Like
uraraneids, the two fossils available retain a segmented opisthosoma bearing a whip-like telson, but also preserve two
traditional synapomorphies for Araneae: a male pedipalp modified for sperm transfer and well-defined spinnerets
resembling those of modern mesothele spiders. This unique character combination resolves C. yingi within a clade
including both Araneae and Uraraneida; however, its exact position relative to these orders is sensitive to different
parameters of our phylogenetic analysis. Our new fossil most likely represents the earliest branch of the Araneae, and
implies that there was a lineage of tailed spiders that presumably originated in the Palaeozoic and survived at least into
the Cretaceous of Southeast Asia.

Above: specimen in amber with notation on right
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Above: Artist’s impression of Chimerarachne yingi in life

Above: Cladistic representation of Chimerarachne in relation to other arachnid orders (Opisthothelae and Mesothelae are two
lineages of spiders)

References:
http://www.mub.eps.manchester.ac.uk/science-engineering/2018/02/14/jurassic-park-meets-arachnophobia/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-017-0449-3
(both accessed 19/04/2018)
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Some spider observations in the Table
Mountain area
By Jan Bosselaers

After my retirement from Johnson & Johnson in 2017, I decided to visit the
Western Cape Province together with my wife, who had never been to
South Africa before. It was an organised tourist trip, but as it turned out, I
could not resist observing and collecting spiders when the occasion
presented itself.

On February 3, 2018, we did the traditional cableway trip up Table Mountain. Apart from seeing Restionaceae for the
first time in my life, I found a specimen of the beautiful Disa cornuta (L.) Sw. (Orchidaceae). In terms of spiders, turning
stones produced a male of Gandanameno sp. and a female Malaika. Miller et al. (2012: 75) make it quite clear that
distinguishing Gandanameno species is at present impossible, so no attempt was made. The Malaika specimen was
identified using Griswold (1990). As M. longipes (Purcell, 1904) and M. delicatula Griswold, 1990 are not easy to tell
apart, I made a vulva drawing of the specimen, which I share here together with some epigyne views. The spider turned
out to be Malaika longipes, as one can easily note.

Above: Malaika longipes. A. epigyne, ventral.
B. epigyne, lateral. C. epigyne, posterior view.
D. Vulva, dorsal. Scale bar: 0.5 mm.
A Malaika longipes female from Table Mountain

The nicest surprise of my stay in Kaapstad occurred on the evening of February 5, when Norman Larsen came to our
hotel and took me on a night excursion to Newlands Forest, on the slopes of Table Mountain. We walked among the
Podocarpus trees and finally halted at one of his preferred spots: the banks of a mountain stream that was quietly
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murmuring in the silence of the night. The first catch was a tiny but extremely charming male of Ubacisi capensis
(Griswold, 1987). During the next two hours, I encountered a plethora of spider species I had never seen alive before: a
female of Caerostris sexcuspidata (Fabricius, 1793), females of the pholcids Smeringopus natalensis Lawrence, 1947 and
Spermophora peninsulae Lawrence, 1964, and a shining black female of Steatoda capensis Hann, 1990. A female
Theridion sp. caused me quite a headache. The specimen could not be further identified: more than a dozen Theridion
species have been described from South Africa, most of them without illustrations. The epigyne of my specimen, which
looks a bit like Mickey Mouse, is unlike the published drawings of any of the five South African Theridion that have been
illustrated (T. dedux O.P.-Cambridge 1904, T. delicatum O.P.-Cambridge 1904, T. durbanicum Lawrence, 1947, T.
proximum Lawrence, 1964, T. purcelli O.P.-Cambridge 1904). It does, however, look like the epigyne of T. laticolor
Berland, 1920, but the vulva is quite different.

Above: A male Gandanameno sp. from Table Mountain
Below: Caerostris sexcuspidata female from Newlands Forest

Above: Ubacisi capensis male from Newlands Forest
Below: Smeringopus natalensis female from Newlands Forest

Apart from the adult specimens mentioned above, encountered juvenile but recognizable specimens of Benoitia sp.,
Izithunzi capense (Simon, 1893), Menneus capensis (Purcell, 1904) - one carrying around its web - and Palystes
castaneus (Latreille, 1819), as well as a subadult female of Vidole capensis (Pocock, 1990). I add macrophotographs of all
of them to this short note.
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I am very much indebted to Rudy Jocqué, Ansie Dippenaar, Charles Haddad and Bernhard Huber for their valuable help
in spider identification and, most of all, to Norman Larsen, not only for identifying many specimens, but also for
organising this wonderful night trip for me.

Above: Spermophora peninsulae female from Newlands
Forest

Above: Theridion sp. female from Newlands Forest

Above: Benoitia sp., juvenile from Newlands Forest
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Above: Steatoda capensis female from Newlands Forest

Theridion sp. Top: epigyne, ventral. Bottom: vulva, dorsal

Above: Izithunzi capense, moulting juvenile from Newlands
Forest
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Above: Menneus capensis juvenile from Newlands Forest

Above: Vidole capensis subadult female from Newlands
Forest

Above: Palystes castaneus juvenile from Newlands Forest
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TWO REPORTS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE … Rietfontein Ridge and Walter Sisulu
By Astri Leroy
Field trip to Rietfontein Ridge Nature Reserve, Sandton on 14th January 2018
It’s amazing how much wildlife there is in and around the city of Joburg, it’s a reminder that we really DO live in Africa and there are
African animals all around us, even if they are quite small ones. Rietfontein Ridge has an interesting variety of habitats even if you
don’t walk far. There is deep leaf litter under closed canopy wild olive woodland, more open woodland dominated by Acacia caffra,
areas of open grassland, and rocky outcrops, rather neglected buildings (always good spider habitats) and a small bit of trimmed
garden with a pond. This reserve rewarded us with a couple of brilliant surprises. For me the biggest surprise was the presence of
violin spiders Loxosceles sp. (OMG in Sandton my dear!) under rocks, a juvenile bird-dropping araneid in the genus Cyrtarachne and
a small sand diver or termite feeder Ammoxenus sp. in the family Ammoxenidae, a family endemic to southern Africa. None of
them were adult so we didn’t collect them and it was impossible to get to species level. In fact, we didn’t find the Ammoxenus; it
found us, running on the paving as we relaxed with our lunch. It took JP and me a considerable time, good hand to eye co-ordination
and just plain luck to catch it and get it into a vial to look at. They must be the speediest spiders in Africa, maybe in the world!
Below left and right: amazing photos by Astri Leroy of Ammoxenus doing its disappearing trick

There was a good turnout for that field trip and it must be noted that 6 of the attendees had beards, ranging from trim to bushy, 3
of the bearded gents had the surname Main: Craig Main the dad, sons Brandon and Matthew Main, Daniel Gray (the bushy beard),
Dane (trim) and J-P, trimmish. Of course, some guys were clean-shaven, Nigel and Philip Hulse and Bertus Theron were beardless,
Bertus’ wife Anchu and son Riaan, Nina Parry, Laylaa, Connor and Astri also had bare faces. (Really?) Anyway, I digress …Craig and
Dan took lots of photos, and Craig has supplied us with a few which appear below.
The Hulses, father and son were the velvet spider experts, they found them under every rock and log under the olive trees. Bertus
and Riaan were a pretty good spider spotting team too, so maybe father and son combos are the way to go.
Here’s a list of the spiders we found that day:
Agelenidae: funnel web spider family, Agelena sp. probably Agelena gaerdesi which is the common species here, so Highveld grass
funnel-web spiders
Ammoxenidae: Ammoxenus sp Probably Ammoxenus amphalodes Termite feeders/eaters or sand-divers, possibly the fastest spider
in South Africa, ask J-P!
Araneidae: Orb-web weaving spider family:
Cyrtarachne sp., bird-dropping araneid spider, juvenile
Argiope australis juvenile female common garden orb web spider caught in a sweep net.
Neoscona sp. Unable to identify further in the field, hairy field spider
Eresidae: Dresserus sp probably Dresserus colsoni. Lots of them under rocks and other debris in the leaf litter under the wild olives.
Hersiliidae: Long-spinnered or two-tailed spider family on the bare trunk of a white stinkwood.
Hersilia sp.
Gnaphosidae: I saw several small gnaphosids disappearing into holes when lifting rocks but didn’t manage to catch any to look at.
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Lycosidae: Wolf spider family. Many very small ones in the leaf litter, not identified.
Philodromidae: Running spider family, Tibellus sp. Grass running spiders.
Pholcidae: Daddy long-legs spider family, Smeringopus natalensis common daddy long-legs
Salticidae: Jumping spider family. Identification salticids can be tricky but from photos we may be able to identify some. Those I
could get to genus level were, Natta sp., Thyene and Heliophanus spp.
Segestriidae: Tube web spider family, Ariadna sp. Probably Ariadna corticola
Selenopidae: Flattie or wall spider, Anyphops sp
Sicariidae: Loxosceles sp violin spiders, 3 individuals under one rock, none adult, not sure of species but I think Loxosceles simillima.
Theraphosidae: Baboon spider family. Only saw burrow but could not entice it out but it is probably Harpactira hamiltoni which is
the only large baboon spider found in this area.
Theridiidae: Comb-footed or cobweb spider family.
Achaearanea maybe the introduced Achaearanea tepidariorum. These were the ones in little space webs with tiny retreats, very
pretty abdominal patterns and kind of conical abdomens.
Teeny black spider could it be Euryopis episinoides in the family Theridiidae? I’m not sure; it could also have been in the family
Linyphiidae
Latrodectus geometricus, brown button spider
Thomisidae: crab spider family
Thomisus sp juvenile looked like Thomisus citrinellus but very small still. It changed skin in the vial and was released.
Trochanteriidae: Scorpion spider family, Platyoides walteri female
Uloboridae: Hackled orb-web spider family, Uloborus plumipes feather-legged spider
SCORPIONS
Opistophthalmus pugnax Highveld burrowing scorpion
Pseudolychas ochraeceous Small brown thick-tailed scorpion

So you see, the usual suspects were there, but also some unsuspected and exciting arachnids.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Spider Walk at the Walter Sisulu National Botanical Garden, Poortview on 18th February
Somehow this was a bit of a let-down. We could only enter at official opening time of 8 a.m. and by then the queue at
the gate was really long augmented by a hiking party of around 70 high school girls. Of course the W.S.N.B.G. is an
immensely popular venue but we hadn’t expected quite so many people at the gate. Next time we won’t visit on a
Sunday. I was turned back by a polite but firm security officer because I wanted to bring in a sweep net. I now know in
future to get permission from the curator, Xoli. She gave me permission the next weekend public walk and there was no
problem. It is a conservation area so it is quite understandable however it is almost impossible to check for spiders
without having them “in hand” or rather “in net”, so our sightings of spiders were rather slim. Of course, it is a lovely
place and we spent a happy and relaxing morning looking for and finding a few spiders and a scorpion or two. Astri’s
namesake and granddaughter is an excellent spider spotter and pointed out a fine brown button spider, Latrodectus
geometricus residing in the baboon statue just inside the gate. After the walk we repaired to the Eagle’s Fare restaurant
for lunch. For the life of me I cannot remember what we found, so I cannot even give you a list, but if you go to the
Walter Sisulu National Botanical Garden website you will see that a great many species of spider and several scorpions
have been recorded for the garden. As the list has not been updated for several years, many of the names are out of
date.
http://www.sanbi.org/gardens/walter-sisulu/wildlife-and-biodiversity-walter-sisulu-nbg
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RIETFONTEIN RIDGE PHOTOS BY CRAIG MAIN
Top row: Left – Hersilia sp. Right: Dresserus colsoni with egg sac
Middle row: Left: Heliophanus sp. Right: Thyene sp.
Bottom row: Left: unknown Theridiid. Right: A soldier fly
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FOUR DAYS AT SOMKHANDA
19TH – 23RD March 2018
By Claudia Holgate

Members of the Spider Club were given an extraordinary opportunity to spend 4 days at Somkhanda Game reserve near
Mkhuze, in KZN from the 19-23 March. What an amazing reserve, truly a hidden gem. We had fantastic accommodation
with a large communal kitchen and dining room, where we spent most of our time when not out in the field. As I am a
complete spider novice, with lots of enthusiasm and a notebook, it was my opportunity to start the learning process of
these amazing creatures. I have to tell you, the more I learn the more fascinated I become about the behaviour and life
histories of spiders.
We arrived late on the Monday afternoon and as it was getting dark, we took a walk around the chalets to see what we
could find. We didn’t find as much as we hoped for but the one spider which stuck out for me was a Pea spider on a tree
right outside one of the chalets, and indeed, it did look just like a pea, with its round greenish abdomen. We were quite
peckish by then, so all joined up for a quick dinner before hitting the sack.
Tuesday morning, we headed down to the main reception area where we were going to
meet some of the young intern guides who will be joining us for a large part of our week.
We really want to create an interest in spiders (and of course to allay any arachnophobic
tendencies) in these young guides, so that they too may pass on the knowledge of spiders
and some of the natural elements around them. Who better to guide them than Astri and
Joan, who had endless patience answering all of our questions. As we headed down the
rocky path to the reception, I nearly walked into a web across the path. There was the most
beautiful bark spider, still sitting on her web, I guess she was enjoying the morning before
taking up her web and disappearing against a tree. She looks just like bark with lichen that
against any tree with similar bark, you would have no idea there was a spider there. I joked
with my friends on Facebook, saying, “If you have hysterics when you see a spider, then you
should have hysterics when you don't see a spider, because it means they are there and you
don't know where they are. So, if you are an arachnophobe, be scared, be very scared,
because you are surrounded.”
After meeting the young guides, Njabulo and Tabane, who were super enthusiastic, we started a walk from the
reception back up to the chalets (this was not manicured gardens; it was largely undisturbed bushveld common to the
region). We didn’t get far, i.e. about 2 metres, before finding a jumping spider, and a feather-legged spider up in the
rafters of the building.
We were also taken on a game drive by the head guide, Abe Nzuza, who shared his knowledge of the area, in particular
the history of its people. We were allowed to stop and get out to look for spiders, although this is a Big-Five reserve.
It always amazes me what one can find in a very limited area, running spiders, a long spinnered or 2-tailed bark spider
hiding on the bark of a tree and all but invisible. A spitting spider, that sends out a mixture of venom and silk from a
special gland in its forehead. While looking closely at every plant and under every leaf, we found a great example of a
funnel web spider, hiding away from us. The things I love about being out in nature, whether one is looking for spiders
or birds, or any other animal, is that one starts to notice lots of other magnificent things around us. One of those was a
Stapelia gigantea, the flower of which is quite beautiful, especially when one looks close up.
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On Thursday, the rain started to set in, and by Thursday afternoon was raining seriously. The following morning it was
pouring with rain, and we loaded our luggage in the rain to proceed home in bad conditions. For me though the load
was lightened by the sighting of some African wild dogs (Lycaon pictus) as I drove to the gate.

PHOTO GALLERY – SOMKHANDA
Nearly all the participants were armed with big cameras and took many pictures of spiders, other invertebrates,
mammals and the beautiful scenery. The following is a small selection.

This page:
Top Row left - Holcolaetis zuluensis (Salticidae). Top row right – Thomisops pupa (Thomisidae) Both © Astri Leroy
Bottom Row Left: Caerostris vicina (Araneidae) Bottom row right – Cyrtophora citricola (Araneidae) Both ©Bruce Blake

Next page:
Top Row Left: Bee Fly (Family Bombyliidae). Top Row Right: unknown Theridiid. Both photos ©Karen Pagel
Middle Row Left: Salticid, probably Holcolaetis, with cockroach prey. Middle Row Right: Wild dogs (Lycaon pictus) in the rain.
Both photos © Claudia Holgate
Bottom Row Left: Green Pea spider Araneus apricus (Araneidae) with large prey item. Photo © Bruce Blake
Bottom Row Right: Barn Swallows (Hirundo rustica) perching with backdrop of Zululand countryside. Photo © Karen Pagel
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A WALK IN MORELETAKLOOF NATURE AREA SUNDAY 22ND APRIL
By Astri Leroy
After what seemed like weeks of dull grey drizzly weather, Sunday 22nd was a lovely, bright, sunny day and 15 of us
walked in this pretty municipal reserve belonging to the City of Tshwane, looking for spiders. It’s always rather nice to
share your space with large mammals and the zebra and blesbok took very little notice of us. They were too busy
finding food.
Here are some of the spiders we found, far fewer and less diverse than the previous occasions that we have visited
Moreletakloof:
Family Theridiidae: Button spiders, both Latrodectus geometricus, the so-called brown button spider with its pretty
abdominal patterns and spiky egg sacs, and black button spiders, probably Latrodectus renivulvatus, ants, Theridion
purcelli the false house button spider, more ants, another species of Theridion sp. false house button spider,
Achaearanea sp., (or are they Parasteatoda sp.?), they catch ants, and finally for the theridiids Argyrodes sp., a tiny
dewdrop spider in the web of the mystery spider.**
Whilst the grass was still wet with dew we found webs of Microlinyphia sterilis the black and white hammock web
spider, and another tiny linyphiid was examined and released. Those I have no clue how to identify even to genus level
in the field! Webs of one of the species of Agelena, grass funnel-web spiders, Hippasa sp. funnel web wolf spiders, were
abundant and of course ants under every stone.
**Just as we were reluctantly leaving, Magdel, Pieter and I found an intriguing web at the base of a huge old blue gum.
It was a fairly large more-or-less horizontal orb-web in good repair with a line from the hub leading to the tree trunk.
There was no visible owner, only little dewdrop spider creeping round the periphery of the web and a charming small
salticid (jumping spider) who obligingly jumped onto Pieter’s hand for a photo. I am sure the web builder was hiding in
some cranny on the tree trunk watching our vain efforts to find her. In fact, I thought I heard tiny spider-laughter at our
clumsy efforts but we never did discover her whereabouts so she will have to remain a mystery.

Below from left: Menemerus bifurcus (Salticidae); Latrodectus geometricus (Theridiidae); Theridion purcelli (Theridiidae)
All photos ©Astri Leroy
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